Margaret Mead: Uneasy Rider

Airline Youth Fares

by Stephen Lhampton

When the philosophy department at Geneseo decided to prove its worth by sponsoring a Symposium on Systems Analysis, it invited, among others, the noted anthropologist Margaret Mead to speak on Systems Analysis. Dr. Mead was available for only one day; she arrived at the airport on Friday morning and left that same evening. The following is a somewhat incomplete account of her departure, which I found myself directly involved in and which I suspect I will remember well.

I was flown into Geneseo from Buffalo, directly off of the plane and into Dr. Mead’s chauffeur when the time came for her to split. She had planned to attend the graduation ceremony, but that may have been because she found her way to the airport. I had read some of her papers and was prepared to chatter away on a number of topics.

My enthusiasm for the job declined sharply when I discovered that instead of us-

U.S. Airlines were split on the issue during the examiner’s investigation; 14 of the carriers offering youth soft discounts supported them and 10 opposed them or didn’t take a position.

Over $300,000,000 is spent by young people on youth fare tickets annually. Each year over 1,000,000 youth fare cards are bought by young people who believe that they are entitled to their benefits until age 22. If the fare is abolished, privileges of the card would be revoked.

It is interesting to note the delayed announcement of the CAB decision comes in the first election year allowing youth to vote age 18. Such news might play an important part in the elections if young people sent inquiries to the presidential candidates.

A New Grading System

by Diane Cup

Do you really like the letter grade system for gym, or are you just too afraid to tell them what you really think about it? Here’s a chance for you to speak out on pass-fail.

The Academic Affairs Committee has just voted to try to get an optional pass-fail system starting in the third semester of the spring semester. Dr. Sargent, a member of the committee, has done some research and found that Geneseo is one of the very few state schools which have letter grades in physical education. If he wasn’t sure of getting a good mark, he could sign up for letter grades. If he wasn’t sure of getting a good mark, he could sign up for pass-fail and get credit only if the course was passed.

The committee is striving for long-term goals. "It’s not a reasonable number to expect," comments Dave, "and the pass-fail system isn’t an unrealistic or outrageous request. We’re just trying to keep up with the times and also allow students a choice," he adds. "For example, if I am an examinee Arthur S. Present, ruled that discount fares limited to persons 17 to 21 years old are "unjustified discrimination" because age alone is not a valid distinction between passengers. The court resolved the question of discrimination was so overwhelming that the CAB ruled airline youth soft discounts don’t unjustly discriminate against adults. The board put off any de-
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